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Abstract: 
 
The present invention describes an enhancement over the improved stove using ideas 
of ejector induced gasification. The stove described continues to use inclined fuel port 
7, but the entire length including a small part of the fuel feed part is perforated. The 
fuel used in the stove varies from pellets of high density for which this design is more 
appropriately suited, but with appropriate changes in the perforated sheet area, it can 
also accept split fuel wood sticks to other agro-residues like cotton stalk or corncob. 



The stove has been provided with a wall integrated ejector, which receives air from a 
fan that also provides air for the bottom zone of the porous fuel plate 7. The present 
invention further describes various details of the enhanced Hybrid Ejector induced - 
Reverse-downdraft gasifier Stove (EHERS). Figure 1 

Complete Specification 

BACKGROUND 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a class of biomass utilizing stoves that allow continuous feed operation 
with lowest fan power with a quality of combustion associated with gasification mode of operation and 
very high efficiency of heat utilization. 

DISCUSSION OF PRIOR ART 

Continuous biomass stoves (which means stoves in which the fire-wood or other fuels are fed into or 
withdrawn from the stove as and when needed) in various forms have been in domestic use for the last 
millennium all over the world. These stoves are less efficient in terms of feed utilization (typically, less 
than 20 %) and substantially emit undesirable gases like carbon monoxide, soot and smoke. 

Researchers, H S Mukunda, U Shrinivasa and S Dasappa published a paper "Portable Single-pan WOOD 
STOVES of HIGH EFFICIENCY for domestic use (Sadhana, v. 13, Part 4, December 1988, pp. 237 - 270) 
that contains the design of stoves named "Swosthee" (acronym drawn from the title as shown) that 
used three principles: (a) restricting the fuel port to limit the peak fuel load so as to regulate sooting 
tendencies at high power, (b) a grate and metal enclosure insulated in one design and an outer radiation 
exchange surface in another (the outer cover acted this way) and (c) a height to ensure the buoyancy 
effects provide enough air flow through the port. All these provided an input power of about 4 kW and 
efficiency up to 35 % at vessel diameter of 270 mm. The key limitation of this design is that its 
dependency on minor most wind currents as experienced in any kitchen, the air-to-fuel ratio fluctuated 
leading to sooty combustion at times. This limitation is fundamental to domestic cook stoves all over the 
world because the momentum changes due to buoyancy are small and comparable to the momentum 
of a small wind current in the kitchen. 

 A stove design named "Rocket stove" credited to Larry Winiarski seems to have happened in 1982 even 
though there is no documentary evidence for this. This stove design benefits from the use of insulation 
inside the vertical combustion port. It appears to having been built in numbers after 1996 and has 
efficiencies between 13 to 30 % depending on the materials and the peripheral geometry of the stove. 
This stove is dependant on buoyancy to draw the air in. The air for combustion is drawn both under the 
grate as well over it. The performance limitations in terms of sooting tendencies would be about the 
same as in "Swosthee" noted above. 

There are other US patents that discuss peripheral aspects of the stove or a domestic combustion device 
without providing attention to combustion aspects. 

US 4355587 (1979) titled "Self-feeding wood burning heating unit" describes a wood burning unit which 
effectively combusts the volatile components present in smoke. The unit helps to achieve continuous 
burning by choking. Cylindrical casing (stove body) is divided to form a combustion chamber or fire box 


